FULL PAPER SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Length: The paper should not exceed 4 pages in length for normal submissions and 10 pages
for invited speakers’ submissions, including all graphs and figures and conforming to the rules mentioned
below.
th
Deadline for submission: The deadline for full paper submission in the 30 of September 2017.
Papers should be sent by e-mail to climate2017eu@gmail.com
General formatting
A4 page with margins: 2.5 cm top and bottom and 3.0 cm left and right
Font: Times New Roman
General font size: 12 (unless specified differently below)
Line Spacing: single
General paragraph indentation: 1 cm (unless specified differently below)
Detailed formatting guidelines
First line: Title in normal (not bold) capital letters, justified to the left. For latin names, gene
symbols and other such cases, non-capital letters are allowed and the generally accepted formatting is
followed (e.g.: OLIVE TREE (Olea europaea, L.).
Following line: empty
Following lines: Byline (author(s) name(s) without titles, and affiliations). Normal letters, justified
left. The given name of authors may be either written out in full or listed by initials. Initials are followed by
a period. If two initials are listed, do not include a space between them but provide a space before the
family name. The family name is always presented after the given name, even for those countries that
use a different sequence. The affiliation or address of authors appear below the name(s). Numbers in
superscript following each author’s name, will be used if different authors belong to different Institutions.
In this case, different affiliations will be presented in different lines.
Following 2 lines: empty
Rest of the paper: The manuscript should be presented in the following format:
Abstract
Keywords
Introduction
Materials and Methods
Results
Discussion
Acknowledgements
References
Results and Discussion sections can be merged. The invited speaker manuscripts do not have to follow
the above outline.
Specific formatting guidelines
A single line is left empty for separation of different chapters
Each chapter’s title should be justified left, with normal lettering (not bold, not capital) and
underlined (e.g. Abstract).
The main text within each chapter should be fully justified with first line indentation of 0.5 cm.

The References should be on the following format (fully justified, no first line indentation,
indentation for rest of the lines of 1 cm):
Johnson N., Miller S., and Smith D. 1975. Olive Growing in Mediterranean area. Elsevier, Amsterdam, pp
174.
Smith M., and Watson D.L. 1996. Rate of growth in peat culture. In: Peat and Plant Yearbook 11:14-16.
Smith, O. 1988. Effects of environment on flower initiation. J. Hort. Sci. 37:219-234.
Tables and Figures
All Tables and Figures should be incorporated in the text in their final format and size, located as close as
possible to the relevant reference.
The legends should be above the Table and below the Figures.
Appropriate numbering should be applied, with reference in the manuscript as: Table **, or Fig. **.

